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ENHANCING LIVES THROUGH DESIGN

Product Spotlight: CABINA
A versatile walk-in closet system with a minimalist design and great capacity for
personalization.

In Cabina, visible uprights in titanium replace the side panels normally dividing the
closet modules. This simple detail contributes a lighter aesthetic, making the clothes
the real protagonist.
The open modules can be arranged in linear and corner layouts that give you the
freedom to play with widths, heights, and depths. Complementary modules feature
solid or framed glass doors with different degrees of transparency, providing options
to personalize the design even further.

THE INTERIOR
Design elements include drawers with leather inserts, extractable trays covered in
elegant fabric, open shelf grids in two heights, single/double shoe racks with titanium
profile, and trouser racks finished in easy leather to keep items from falling. The
upper drawers can feature a glass top.

Dimmable motion-sensor or remote-controlled LED lights placed on the back of the
uprights illuminate every inch of the closet and provide soft ambiance.

THE ISLAND
Perfect to keep fashion accessories organized, the island is an add-on designed to
sit in the middle of the walk-in closet. It can include a side bench, turning the space
into a functional dressing room. Each side of the unit is fully customizable to optimize
its use.

FINISHES
With a selection of over 30 finishes in neutral tones, your Cabina closet will never go
out of style.
The range includes soft-color melamines (Lamé), Easy finishes replicating the feel of
eucalyptus, walnut, and oak woods, and water-based matte lacquers (with tailormade colors from the Pantone RAL chart also available). Back panels and drawer
interiors can come in Piqué, a textile-effect melamine finish.

MORE ABOUT OUR WALK-IN CLOSETS

Cabina is made in Italy by Caccaro and is available in North America through
MandiCasa's flagship showrooms in Los Angeles, New York, and Miami and
authorized dealers' showrooms.
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